Daisies and Pie Checklist – Spring Clean the Playroom

☐ Dust cornice or ceiling features.

☐ Take down light fittings and clean – then return.

☐ Windows
  - clean curtains (as per washing instructions)
  - vacuum & wipe blinds
  - vacuum window vents
  - wash windows
  - clean windowsills

☐ Toys & Cupboards
  - get out all the toys
  - go through them and sort out what is still wanted, played with and not outgrown
  - get rid of any toys no longer needed or wanted
  - clean all the toys with hot soapy water and a damp cloth.
  - wash any toys & dressing up clothes that can be washed in the washing machine
  - vacuum & clean the insides of cupboards, toy boxes & toy storage.
  - put all the toys away neatly – where they can be easily accessed & put back by children

☐ Declutter & clean all surfaces

☐ Vacuum under & behind all furniture

☐ Vacuum and wipe down all woodwork – doors, door frame, skirting boards.

☐ Vacuum the sofa – underneath any loose cushions and down any crevices – use vacuum upholstery fitting to vacuum sofa cushions.

☐ Wash/dryclean throws and cushion covers
  - if switching to spring/summer throws and cushions then store winter ones away neatly

☐ Vacuum/Dry Clean/Steam Clean (as per instructions) any carpets/rugs.

☐ Vacuum/mop floors.